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Status information
Animation indicates that a simulation is currently in progress...
When touching a running simulation is aborting its execution
App help / documentation
Simulation is drawing three flop cards for each time
Simulate is drawing a turn or river card during each experiment

Simulation process
Once the simulation has reached enough results the hand’s winning positions
are displaying. When the simulation is done the money sign can be found. Attached
to the label win(pos0) is the probability to win without drawing any additional
community card(s). Next is the label win(pos1), what’s the probability to win after
drawing the following community card(s). These probabilities are the result of the
number of wins including weighted ties divided by the number of tries. They are
showing the overall performance of a hand against all opponents.
When win(pos0) is much greater than win(pos1), this means your hand has for
now some more value and needs to get protected by wagering. Never be too
greedy and try to maximize your profit by playing against too many opponents. This
leads often to chaos. With too many hands being involved, it’s very hard to make
good decisions. This is because of the enlarged 5-card poker hand space.

The money sign can be found on the Setup screen. It shows you the winning
expectation of your simulated hand against all opponents. The left money symbol
in red is the loosing point with win(pos1) = 0. This means you’re drawing death for
the next upcoming community card. No drawn card of the following stage can help
you to win. Only when you luckily hit twice an out (helping card) this might change
things. The black highlighted dollars on the right with win(pos1) = 1 mean
guaranteed winning. There’s no available card of the next stage that will make your
opponent’s hand superior. Just more than one stage (Turn and River) could possibly
change things (backdoor draws, runner-runner cards).

After touching the money sign the decision support screen appears. There you
enter the pot-size and the bet-size to receive the pot odds. The pot odds are
explained in detail during a following paragraph.

Draw endings
It displays the relative amount of wins with at least another winner (draw endings).
By default this is the displayed information on the Setup screen. It’s part of the board
information’s field, which is covered next. After a tie has been occurred, the pot is
shared between all the players with the same highest 5-card poker hand. If its value
is low than winning or loosing will be the usual case. Otherwise, when it’s high or
even 1, this means that every positive outcome is a draw (e.g. Straight on the board).

Board information
Hand-Rank information on just commencing hands
After two hole cards have been entered the hand’s inherent rank among all 169 draw
able starting hands is automatically displaying. The information is on the Setup
screen right beside these two hole cards. Its assigned group shows you, what kind of
starting hand you have selected. There’re 5 groups to recognize the hand’s
expected impact:






[1] Raising Hands
[2] Calling Hands
[3] Medium Hands
[4] Small-Blind Hands
[5] Not recommended Hands

(ranked 26th among 169)

(ranked 6th among 169)

Furthermore in case the starting hand given (with no community cards) is a pocket
pair (PP) or an ace plus another ranked card (AX), there’s additional information
available. By touching these displayed hand rank stats you get it.
It shows you how likely one of the following opponents, who will make their
game decision, will receive a defeated hand or – the other way around – will
dominate your holding completely. This consideration is based on your own
Tap’Counter position; staring in the Big Blind.
After being in the Big Blind position, normally nobody would follow. Because of the
fact that a passive Small Blind could play any two possible cards, he isn’t excluded
from this statistical overview. With other words the data for the User in the SB and BB
position are the same – considering only 1 following opponent. On the Dealer button
position there’re two following opponents, in the Hijack position it’s three, etc.

Hidden stats for following opponents
AX stats

PP stats

Hand A7s stats:
’7’>Kicker := defeats A6, A5, …
’7’<Kicker := is dominated by A8, A9, …

Hand 99 stats:
’99’>PP := defeats 88, 77, …
’99’<PP := is dominated by TT, JJ, …

(based on 1 following opponent)

(based on 1 following opponent)

Hand-Rank information for combined 5-card hands
After simulating any hand with given community cards gets an updated hand
rank is chosen under the consideration of the board. In case your hand is
ranked 12th out of 1078 different hands, this means that there’re 11 hand
combos combinable that are superior. The same ranking overview can be found
by touching the hand’s rank stats. When having the nuts (the strongest possible
hand) its rank would be first among all available hand combinations (e.g. 1/1078 for
two Aces hitting a set on a non-paired flop – check out such a flop on the first image
below).

Ranked 12th out of 1078

Ranked 81st out of 1032

Ranked 8th out of 989

For this example of the flop the stronger hands are:



Two Pair: A9 (6 combos)
Three of a Kind: 22 (1 combos), 99 (3 combos), AA (1 combos)

What equals summarized together 11 stronger hand combinations. Therefore for
the flop the hand A2s is ranked 12th. Furthermore you beat 1067 worse hand
combinations (1078 minus 11), what’s quite good.
The turn additionally brings:






Two Pair: A3 (6 combos)
Three of a Kind: 33 (3 combos)
Straight: 54 (16 combos minus 1 combo for the Straight Fush)
Flush: two hearts (45 combos minus 1 combo for the Straight Flush)
Straight Flush with 4h,5h (1 combo)

These sums up to 80 stronger hand combinations. The turn makes the hand A2s
81st ranked.
The river creates a Full House – and changes everything:



Full House: A3 (3 combos), A9 (3 combos)
Straight Flush with 4h,5h (1 combo)

For the showdown the sum of stronger combos is 7, what ranks the hand as 8th.

Combinations symbols of already made 5-card poker hands
The combination symbols are showing all possible already made 5-card poker
hands. Such a hand is created with the pocket cards in combination with the
community cards given. Touching on such a symbol leads to the occurrence
probability that one player with random hole cards has made such a specific poker
hand. These occurrence probabilities are displayed in the middle on the setup
screen.
It isn’t the last word about winning or losing with your own hand. Instead, it’s better to
understand it, like a tool for comparing your hand with all these possible 5-card poker
hands that are likely to occur. Therefore these symbols are very useful to keep the
overview.
After every completed simulation the reached 5-card poker hand of the user without
any additionally drawn community cards is highlighted in black. Furthermore, when
such a combination symbol is highlighted in yellow, it’s because of the board
texture that increases its occurrence likelihood effectively.
If your own hand is much worse than the hands that you expect to run against
you should consider a lay-down. This can be caused by the wrong combination
of community cards (e.g. 4 same suited community cards with multiple
opponents).
On just a given commencing hand these reached hand combinations could be either
high card or one pair; whereas a pocket pair occurs with 5.9% and high card with
94.1%.

In Texas Hold’em Poker/iRuleThem available hand combinations:

High Card
One Pair
Two Pair
Three of a Kind
Straight Draw
Straight
In yellow – just a fitting card with straight value is needed
Flush Draw
Flush
In yellow – just a card of the same flush suit is needed
Full House
In yellow – board offers either Two Pairs or Three of a Kind
Poker
In yellow – after Three of Kind in communities occurred
Straight Flush Draw
Straight Flush
In yellow – if just a specific card is needed

Pot Odds
The pot odds are the ratio of the amount offered by winning the pot to the
amount you choose to pay for it. More precisely, it’s 1 minus the pot odds
(inverted pot odds), what makes your investment condition on the pot. The key
to success with Poker is to compare your investment with the probability of
winning your hand (including the fold equity). Therefore, only if your
investment is lower than your chances, you’re expected to make money. That’s
because you’re involved in a positive expected value betting (+EV).
The pot odds are separated into 2 use cases:


‘Call’:

Intention of calling an opponent’s bet



‘Raise’:

Intention of raising the given bet

Both scenarios are distinct. For ‘Raise’ the influence of the specified fold
equity is part of the success expectation; whereas for ‘Call’, it’s without any
influence. The call definition is relative simple, but the raise definition is a bit
more sophisticated. On the following pages you can find an example for both
cases.
The text field ‘Pot’ is always given without the user’s bet. In case the user has
already placed a bet (SB / BB position / previous betting share), the text field ‘User
share’ has to specify that previously made share (e.g. $0.50 for a posted SB).
Furthermore the text field ‘Bet’ has to indicate the user’s calling or raising bet (e.g.
$1.00 for limping passively from the SB).
When the setting is raise you have to additionally specify the entire involved
opponent shares altogether, from whom you strongly believe that he will make
the call. Normally 1 caller is the default for most games after re-raising
substantially. That’s done by aid of the text field ‘Opp. Shares’. (E.g. when the first
opponent min-raises to $2.00 and the next involved opponent calls that bet, the pot
together with the blinds would be $5.50 and the ‘Opp. Shares’ are $4.00 (2 expected
callers of your current $4.00 raise) or only $2.00 considering just 1 caller.)
The field ‘Max. Call’ shows your maximum bet-size (calling threshold) with the
expectation of not losing or gaining money anymore (0EV). In case your bet for the
pot given is greater than the ‘Max. Call’ size, you have to be aware that the theory
is up against you (-EV). But there are reasons to call once with an unprofitable hand.
A good example would be an opponent, who is always continuing with betting after
the flop. Such an opponent is very weak because you can always add his post-flop
continuation bet into the pot (implied odds). This decreases your own value
requirements. Further reasons for making once a negative expectation call (-EV) can
be either a low suited ace or a low pocket pair to check the flop for any substantial
improvement. This could be very profitable, when your opponents are aggressively
enough. Therefore, with a later received strong hand someone would certainly get
trapped.
The ‘Expected Value’ (EV) field shows the average gain (a positive value like 0.10
= 10 cents increase / +EV) or loss (a negative value like -0.50 = half a dollar
decrease / -EV) of the next betting round. The higher the expected value is the
more profitable is the situation. An expected value of almost 0 is called a 0EV spot. In
this situation neither profit nor loss is expected in the long run.

Another thing what the pot odds are unveiling is so called break even
threshold or needed fold equity. The needed fold equity is the minimum share
of your entire opponents’ fold decisions in order to win chips by simply
bluffing. During this play your hand value is insufficient to compete and you
believe that you’re running behind. Therefore you speculate that your entire
opponents will fold after facing your raise.

Call example without Fold Equity
AJ at a 10-player table
You received AJ of different suits, as
pocket cards from the Dealer button
position. Two opponents in middle
position have joined the action. The
first opponent limps with KJ+, and the
next one with K9+, min. raises to 2
times the Big Blind. Now it’s your
turn…

You don’t know what the first opponent or the
blinds will do. You believe that the second
opponent is really aggressive and re-raises
after his wager gets outbidden.
Displayed are the pot odds for simply making
the call. Overall there’s $4.50 in the pot and
$2.00 is requested to remain. Therefore a
conservative strategy here would be without
adding another buck.
Because the inverted pot odds are lower than
the success anticipation this is a profitable
call. The expected value EV is given with 19
cents.

Raise example with Fold Equity
Kings at a 10-player table
Suppose you have Kings as pocket
pair from second position (UTG+1).
The first opponent has min-raised to
$2.00 from UTG. When having such a
monster hand, you definitely don’t
want to play against many opponents.
Therefore, you place a bet of 4 times
the Big Blind to eliminate some
limping candidates (that aren’t in yet).
It’s easily done, for protecting your
hand’s high value. The table offers an
overall fold equity of 50% - what leads
to winning the pot uncontested in half
the outcomes. The other half you’ll win
with a given 82% chance. From
experiencing some opponents’
shoving showdown hands, you
speculate about the starting hand
range for calling to be AT+. Therefore you delete the given starting hand range of the
first opponent and define AT+ (as ghost range). In case any of your aggressive
opponents shoves later on, you’ll use his raising hand range as replacement and
instantly make the call.
Therefore the pot offers $3.50 and $4.00 is
your requested price tag. This displayed pot
odds consideration is a raise scenario.
Because the fold equity matters here, the
success field reaches 100% for this specific
example. This doesn’t mean that it’s
impossible to loose. It’s rather a perfect
betting strategy, which is highly profitable.
The expected value EV of this situation is
$3.64; what’s quite good.

Remember, you don’t want to go until to the
river or all-in when you haven’t been forced
to. Therefore you take your best chances by
playing aggressively. You bet on every round,
when you’re sure to be the favorite.

Background analysis
Normally, you don’t know the opponents pocket
cards but for learning it’s better to have an example:
Overall 3 opponents are thinking about their
holdings. Say, the first has pocket jacks, the second
has received the hand KQs and the third owns the
hand ATs. Without re-raising you would probably run against them all and your
hand’s value is at stake.
By betting $4.00 you might ensure that the second and third opponent give-up their
hands. This wagering is increasing your winning expectation after the flop win(flop)
from 67% to 89%.


Furthermore, it decreases the risk of running against draws, luckily flopped Two Pairs
or a Pair of Aces with a medium kicker. After the flop comes another pot-sized bet
(no Ace has occurred in the community cards) or a half pot-sized bet (an Ace has
been dealt as community card) to minimize bad outcomes.

Starting Hand Compare Sheet
Starting Hand compare for 10-Players
AKs in [group] with rank (rating
among 169 starting hands):
[1]: 7/169
The group index for the hand AKs is
always [1] – a raising hand - within
every configuration.
The table is automatically selecting
the most currently used starting
hand any time it has been changed.
Above that selection of AKs are all
the starting hands considered being
stronger and below are the weaker.
There are overall 18 different
starting hand rankings for use. The
configuration ‘Overall opponents at
the table’ is switching between the
basic table rankings. When there has
been an all-in declaration without
any defined community cards the
ranking for all upcoming streets are
applied.

There are 5 groups of hands with an implied hint for handling them. Without all-in
every hand of a specific group offers an equity of at least the given value in pro-cent
against the table’s strongest hands.
A group [1] hand is always considered against only the strongest hand of the table.
The hands of group [2] use the two strongest opponents’ hands, when there’re at
least 6 players at the table. Otherwise, just the strongest hand is used, beside a
random hand for the Big Blind. Only for the group [3] any Raise-Hand is excluded
from being dealt. All the hands from the groups ([3], [4], [5]) are considered against
the strongest two hands, when the table has at least 3 players.
Weak hands should mostly be played from late or blind position when there
hasn’t been any preceding raising action. This means that possibly any hand
could remain involved. Furthermore you won’t expect a raising hand.

[1] Raising Hands offer the equity of 55%. Especially Pocket Pairs should be
raised with enough aggression (raise or re-raise).
[2] Calling Hands are matched to call a Big Blind. They offer a 33% equity (2
opponents). For heads up they offer the equity of 50%.
[3] Medium Hands are only profitable, when nobody has received a raising hand.
From time to time, it’s useful to try out a group [3] hand. This is especially valid, when
you got position on your opponents or you’re playing from any blind position.
Furthermore these hands are nicely fitting against a loose-aggressive opponent
(LAG). They offer the equity of 30%, respectively 47.5% for heads-up.
[4] Small-Blind Hands are only good enough because you already have spent
one half. Therefore the needed equity here is reduced to 16.7% and 25% for headsup. Furthermore check these hands on the Big Blind position.
[5] Not recommended to play for value. Check them from the Big Blind position.

Hint: Don’t play too many hands when your opponents act very aggressive...
This normally causes tilt and frustration.

Potentials of the starting hand
Each combination of two pocket cards (starting hand) has its own winning
expectation on every stage of the game. The stages are flop (f = x), turn (t = y) and
river (r = z). Where x, y, z are comparable numeric values given for all the draw able
169 hands. The starting hand table shows you all 169 hands ordered by the flop (x
values).or river (z values) winning expectation. The order stems from various
simulations of usual game scenarios for any hand depending on the configured
overall opponents (table-size). This data interpretation has been statistically
approved by large-scale number crunching and analysis.
This sheet starts with the strongest hand (AA) and ends with the weakest hand (32 or
72 for pre-flop all-in cases). When you receive the hand 32 (with flop = 1, turn = 1,
river = 1) it’s absolutely the worst catch and therefore almost never worth in value.
The hand aces has the highest potential / strength / value (10-Player-Table: flop =
6.347, turn = 5.176, river = 4.324). In other words in comparison AA wins the flop 6
times more often than 32 would do, considering the most usual game scenarios.
But when you decide to play AA with an all-in declaration its winning expectation
decreases to 3.433 times more often compare to the hand 72. Yes, here the
absolutely worst hand is another one, because the hand 72 has absolutely no
drawing potential (straight) to offer.
10-Player-Table interpretation
How many times is my starting hand of interests stronger than 32? This information
gives you a statistical overview. When an opponent has QQ with f = 4.869 and you
have AKs with f = 3.809. You are a post-flop underdog because 4.869 times of
winning is greater than 3.809 times. However, when played with an All-In declaration,
it’s only r = 2.533 against QQ with r = 2.698. This can’t be reward able either, but it’s
a slightly better decision. The power of the hand AKs is related to the fold equity you
could get. But in general people with high pocket pairs wouldn’t fold either...

Results detail
10-player table: AKs/All-in
against the best hand
As template for the next images the
simulated hand is AKs against 1
opponent’s hand. The hand is running
against the 10-player table strongest
hand.
With 8% the draw ending share isn’t
very low. Almost every 12th won game
ends tied.

Diagrams
There are two overall diagrams
displaying the performance of a
simulated hand:
The first box diagram shows the
winning (green) / draw ending (yellow)
in ratio to the losing cases (red). The
white dashed line shows the needed
equity for calling a pot-sized bet and
the blue one is the winning probability
win(pos1) (e.g. win(flop) is used here).
If there is no red bar and no green bar
left then playing for an obvious draw
ending means that everyone involved get
his share. In most other cases playing for
an uncertain draw ending has often the
risk of getting beaten by a hand that is
changing the situation into a loosing one.
The second overall pie diagram shows
the probability that a given 5-card poker
hand has been occurred multiplied by
the probability to win with that
specific hand. It’s showing the shares of
each 5-card poker hand that has ended
successfully (win/tied).
Furthermore every reachable 5-card poker hand combination creates its own red
bar. The green sub bar is showing the success rate of winning with such a specific
poker hand. If there is no red bar left, reaching such a 5-card poker hand means, to
hold the strongest hand. A draw is graphically not covered down here.

Above all the bars the success rate of receiving such a poker hand and win the
game with it, is displayed in value.
Text

All these textual values are also
graphically interpreted on the ‘Results
detail’ screen. I recommend to only
using these diagrams rather than
comparing the raw numeric data.
But nevertheless the description is a
nice way to copy the full
configuration and all the results of a
simulation into any other plain text
based iPhone-App.

By aid of all that information a
simulation can be repeated by
anyone with the iRuleThem app.

Configuration

Single Deal Mode

